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My Writing before Wise 

Since Wise, I feel that my writing skills have made a major improvement. In high school, 

I felt my writing was only good enough to get by, and not as good as it could be. As I entered 

college I’ve noticed that there is much more to writing then I previously understood. With 

writing you have to put in extra thought, and revise it several times before it’s at its best. At the 

end of my matriculation at Clark Atlanta, my writing skills and way of using resources, and 

technology will have taken a full turn around.  

The first day we meet this semester, I knew that this would be one of my more 

challenging classes because all of the technology thrown at us at once. Thinking that technology 

was easy and not a complex subject my feelings for the class started to turn around. Although 

adding technology to English is quite fun, it can be very demanding. With the challenge I can see 

my writing skill greatly improving. With learning new things each day, with writing and the 

advanced technology that can help you become a stronger writer is a great gift that will help me 

in future aspirations. Making me appreciate that I was among the select few chosen to be a part 

of this great program.  

I would have to honestly say that I thought I was a much better writer before WISE. 

Getting out four pages of material is a struggle in itself. With Dr. Flower’s comments and 

instructions, it makes this a lot easier, and very helpful. Learning a lot from her, I know at the 

end of the year, my knowledge in the subject will become more enjoyable.  



With Wise English, I hope to learn how to compose a strong thesis statement, the 

appropriate time to use commas, and how to form a paper to flow clearly. With a strong thesis 

statement it will inform the reader of what they are reading about, so they won’t be lost 

throughout the text. Using commas are also important because they separate two or more words, 

and won’t have the sentence cluttered. With a smoothly flowing paper it will help keep the 

reader’s attention, rather than being all over the place.  

Wise is widely technology based. Using different websites each day can get frustrating, 

but I don’t let it get to me and I use it to the best of my advantage. Even though I enjoy 

physically handing in work, turning it in to insite is a lot easier to keep up with, and prevents 

things from being lost or misplaced. I would have to honestly say wiki spaces and twitter are my 

least favorite way of storing material, and finding material. To me it’s just hard and confusing.  

Continuing with Wise through my matriculation will help me in the long run with future 

jobs and other work training. Being technology literate is very important in this day and time. 

Wise is a very good program to be a part of and learn with. Learning with it and growing, I 

believe that I will continue to get to maximum potential.  

 

 

 

 


